
Tonight, April 2 at 7pm join us at the Metropolitan Museum of Art for Ofri Cnaani's music-video
work Seven Words. And on April 3, don't miss Recycle Group's solo exhibition Heaven Carrier at
the Richard Taittinger Gallery at 154 Ludlow Street.

This month, we are thrilled to welcome incoming resident artists Alice Miceli (Brazil), Pedro
Gallego (Brazil), and Tuo Wang (China/NY).

There are many public programs scheduled in April: April 8: Deep Time Séance a site specific
installation curated by Jenni Nurmenniemi; April 13: a panel discussion Residence Hopping: A
Curatorial Affair at SVA on the state of curatorial affairs in residencies; April 16: Seeing Through
Abstraction, a group show featuring RU artists' curated by Shlomit Dror; April 20: Claudio Zecchi
moderates the discussion Practices as an intersection in a Fragile Environment #2; April 24: A
Night of Philosophy featuring installations by RU artists Ofri Cnaani and Thierry Costesèque.

RU PUBLIC PROGRAMS

RU Exhibition: Deep Time Séance
Join us for this site-specific video installation and live music performance by Tuomas A.
Laitinen and Matti Ahopelto (Siinai), and Jaakko Pallasvuo. Curated by RU resident Jenni
Nurmenniemi.
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Tuomas A. Laitinen, Azur Dunes (for J.G. Ballard) (2014), photo courtesy of the artist

Wednesday April 8 
6:30 sharp 
Limited capacity, please RSVP at signe@residencyunlimited.org by Sat April 4 
Residency Unlimited (RU) 
360 Court Street (enter church building through main entrance) 
Brooklyn, NY 11231

Deep Time Séance invites viewers on a multisensory journey across crystallized layers of time.
For one evening, the premises of RU are transformed into a site where rational and mythical
perceptions of the Earth merge. Artists Tuomas A. Laitinen and Matti Ahopelto (Siinai) and Jaakko
Pallasvuo create a site-specific video installation and live music performance activated by
circulating energy objects.

MORE INFO

RU Event: Residence Hopping: A
Curatorial Affair
A panel discussion organized by MA Curatorial Practice, School of Visual Arts (SVA) in
collaboration with RU.

http://www.tuomaslaitinen.net/
http://siinai.tumblr.com/
http://www.jaakkopallasvuo.com
http://www.energyobjects.net/
http://residencyunlimited.org/activities/deep-time-seance/


Public talk between curator Luise Kaunert and artists in residence during the exhibition Dual Rhythms at RU

Monday April 13 
7pm (free and open to the public) 
School of Visual Arts (SVA) MA Curatorial Practice 
132 West 21st Street, 10th Floor 
New York, NY 10011

Hosted at CP Projects Space of the MA Curatorial Practice program at SVA, please join us for the
panel discussion Residence Hopping: A Curatorial Affair on the state of curatorial affairs in artist
residencies with Claudia Cannizzaro of Art Omi, Sean J Patrick Carney of BHQFU, Agnieszka
Kurant artist, and Laurel Ptak of Triangle Arts Residency. Moderated by RU Program Director
Boshko Boskovic and Jovana Stokic, Deputy Chair of MA Curatorial Practice at SVA.

This panel will bring together four different perspectives on the state of curatorial affairs in artist
residency programs in New York City and beyond. In the current art economy, there have been
many accelerating pressures for the creative forces to foster cultural capital by utilizing artist
residencies as a point not only of retreat and creation but also of extreme promotions. When
networking overshadows translation and exchange, the role of the curator is multiplied,
problematized, compromised and jeopardized. How does this circulation of artworks and artists’
bodies relate to curatorial actions?

MORE INFO

RU Exhibition: Seeing through Abstraction
A curatorial proposal by RU curator Shlomit Dror with new work by RU artists Akiyasu
Shimizu, Lene Baadsvig Ørmen, Antje Rieck, Carolina Martinez, Anders Bülow.
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Akiyasu Shimizu, Bird, 2015, acrylic on canvas and wires, 318 x 185 cm

Opening Thursday April 16 
6-8pm with a special walk through by Shlomit Dror at 7:30pm 
Friday viewing hours: 12-6pm 
Saturday viewing hours: 2-6pm 
Residency Unlimited (RU) 
360 Court Street (enter church building through main entrance) 
Brooklyn, NY 11231

When artworks contain unrecognizable forms, the connection with reality becomes obscure and
distant, and in turn makes room for mystical metaphors and transformation of consciousness.
Inspired by and indebted to the notion of nonrepresentational art, the artists in this group
exhibition diverge from mimetic art, while seeking purity both in structure and material. This show,
ranging in medium, style and approach, brings together five international artists who express
energy and transformation through abstraction. Their emphasis on form, color and material evoke
themes relating to genesis and corporeality. The artists’ incorporation of inchoate shapes as well
as geometric forms reflect on their search for the origin, while their working process alternates
between intuitive and automatic gestures, as well as controlled and planned compositions. These
forms of artistic expression yield to the development of an abstract language the artists find in
material, shape, color and space.

MORE INFO

RU Talk: Practices as an intersection in a
Fragile Environment #2

http://www.residencyunlimited.org/activities/seeing-through-abstraction-curated-by-shlomit-dror


Claudio Zecchi will moderate a discussion between Todd Shalom, Alice Schÿler Mallet, Ayelet
Danielle Aldouby and Alessandro Facente on the role of the curator and his social responsibility.

Festival diep haven 2014, Ferry Dieppe- Newhaven, workshop Show me where you are going, Emma
Shercliff

Monday April 20 
6:30pm 
Residency Unlimited (RU) 
360 Court Street (enter church building through main entrance) 
Brooklyn, NY 11231

Tonight's event is the second of three discussions moderated by Zecchi debating the role of the
curator and his social responsibility. Guest curators Todd Shalom, Alice Schÿler Mallet, Ayelet
Danielle Aldouby and Alessandro Facente.

Practices as an intersection in a Fragile Environment is an ongoing curatorial project by Claudio
Zecchi that takes as point of departure the fragile and precarious space to be found in the
relationship between the arts and public space. Launched in Milan in 2014, this project now
enters a second phase of investigation during Zecchi's current residency in New York.

It is no longer a novelty for artists, curators and institutions to look at public space as the main
stage for their research and actions but the ones that Zecchi is looking at are revisiting some well
consolidated dynamics. A situation of clear hybridization has emerged with the so called
politicization of art and the aestheticization of politics which as Boris Groys argues delineates the
fragility of the art world, as its aesthetic impact might be neutralized in favor of an immediate
political and social impact.

MORE INFO
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RU Event: A Night of Philosophy
With the participation of RU artists Ofri Cnaani and Thierry Costesèque

Friday April 24 at 7PM to Saturday April 25 at 7AM 
Free and open to the public 
Cultural Services of the French Embassy (972 Fifth Avenue at 79th Street) 
and the Ukrainian Institute of America (2 East 79th Street at Fifth Avenue)

New Yorkers will pull an all-nighter on Friday, April 24, but instead of cramming to meet a
deadline they will be eagerly joining A Night of Philosophy, a free, 12-hour marathon in two
historic mansions that will showcase lectures by 61 leading philosophers, original performances,
art installations, screenings, readings, DJ sets and more.

Launched in Paris in 2010, A Night of Philosophy is a roaming event that takes place in a different
major city each year. Thousands of people attended the event in Berlin (2014) and London
(2013). Presented by the Cultural Services of the French Embassy, the April 24-25 event will mark
the first time A Night of Philosophy will take place in New York City. Philosopher and stage
director Mériam Korichi, who created and organized the event in other cities, will once again stage
the event in New York City.

MORE INFO

RU Alumni News

http://frenchculture.org/visual-and-performing-arts/events/night-philosophy
http://residencyunlimited.org/activities/a-night-of-philosophy/


- We are very proud to announce that Joana Escoval is a finalist for the prestigious award New
Artists Fundação EDP

- Khvay Samnang at the Jeu de Paume, Paris in the group show Rallier le flot, curated by Erin
Gleeson

- Video by Csaba Nemes featured in Sights and Sounds: Hungary at The Jewish Museum, NY

- Ishu Han at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston in the group show In the Wake Japanese
Photographers Respond to 3/11

- Alfredo Aceto curates LAVORARE, LAVORARE, LAVORARE, PREFERISCO IL RUMORE DEL
MARE at the Centre d'Art Contemporain, Geneva

- Melissa Calderon, Onyedika Chuke,Todd Shalom are part of the exhibition WHEN YOU CUT
INTO THE PRESENT THE FUTURE LEAKS OUT, curated by Regine Basha for No Longer Empty

- Yann Pocreau, Philip Emde, and Alejandro Botubol featured in the exhibition 1:3 Light at
Rooster Gallery, curated by Sara G. Arjona

Lanchonete.org on Safety
Each month RU provides an update for the Lanchonete
residency project in Sao Paolo (Brazil). Find out about issues of
safety from founder Todd Lester.
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